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“If you want to run fast – run alone. If you want to run till far – run together.”
An Old African Proverb

It is an inter-dependent world – right from human relationships to business associations.
Whether you’re a B2B or a B2C player, a start-up or a fortune 500 brand, you’d be wellaware of the existence as well as the significance of channel partners in your ecosystem.

Still, let’s refresh our basics…
The baseline aim for any business is to earn more revenue and thus, profit. Quite
obviously, that translates into making more sales. And a wise man understands that the
way to making more sales is generally not that simple given the competitive times we
breath in.
Apart from factors like your product/ service feature, your marketing outreach campaign
etc. one critical element which defines your chances of clicking through your audience

(instead of your competitor taking the cherry home!) is how your product is showcased
to your customers.
And there comes in the mighty CHANNEL PARTNERS!

UNDERSTANDING THE
BUILDING BLOCKS
As per the definition, channel partners can be value-added resellers (VARs), systems
integrators (SIs), consultants, managed service providers (MSPs), original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs), distributors and independent software vendors (ISVs).

Or in simple words – they’re the window to your ultimate audience!
The entire execution of your sales strategy is dependent upon them.
Hence, the subject of partner selection, onboarding, engagement and management
becomes matters to be dealt with great precision.
While identification of the right partner match is the first important step, their nurture/
management holds significance because getting lucky at the first step may not
guarantee you success in the journey ahead.
Losing out on that front means sabotaging every ounce of effort that has gone into

conceptualising, building and marketing that product/ service.

AND HENCE,

Learning the art of ‘effective’ partner management is what will upsurge your revenue logs and give
you the competitive advantage – your fuel for thriving in the dynamic landscape.

NUMBERS DON’T LIE

63.5%
of companies say
that channel partners
have been significant
contributors to their
annual revenue.1

One of the renowned
tech service provider
claimed that it earns

85%

of its revenue
through its channel
partners.2

The trend of dedicating the

majority resources and
investments
to their top revenuegrossing partners is most
likely to continue seeing a
growth spurt.3

ACING THE ART
With the in-depth understanding of the key role played by the partner community in making or breaking your success chances, let’s see what it takes
to start your partner journey on a stupendous note or revitalise your existing partner relations to make the most of them.

Show a shared partnership roadmap
The key word here is ‘mutual’. To ensure mutual success, you should designate quantifiable goals and objectives for

the partners, that are specific, actionable and measurable. Also, let them know how you can help them achieve those
goals. Success is a two-way street, so, it should be a two-pronged approach wherein you and your partner both work
towards each other’s success.

Deliver a customized experience
Your partners must also be treated like your customers. Hence, always provide them with relevant, timely, and useful
communication updates, for example, sales and marketing collaterals along with effective training and an ongoing

support. Your proactivity in this segment ensures if your brand is being represented the way you want it to be.

Listen and Leverage
Incorporating customer feedback in your existing strategies in a timely manner can turn around the things for you
and that too, for good! Your sales partner community holds the closest relationship with your end customers. So,
take time to listen to them and incorporate requisite changes, basis their feedback.

Fulfil Timely Training Needs
Partners are those professionals who manage the most important relationships around your business ecosystem i.e.
with the customers. Therefore, they must be equipped with the requisite training to succeed in winning the trust of
your customers at any stage of the sales life cycle.

Review to Assist, Not to Reprimand
Always keep an eye on your partner’s performance and if you see any loophole that they aren’t performing well, dig
into the reasons for the same and look for ways to help them. Generally, organisations that outpace their
competition, do not necessarily focus entirely on the end results i.e. the sales revenue, rather a critical focus is
maintained upon how they are getting there in order to succeed in the longer run.

Acknowledge the Accomplishment
Your partner community is the reason behind your success scorecards, so, as the thumb rule of comradeship goes,
every milestone should be appreciated. The excitement which you’ll showcase, is the same one which will be then
reciprocated. It’s important to remember that people make organisations – be it your own brand or even the partner

organisation and a craving for reaction is the fundamental nature of humans.

BUT, STRIDE CAREFULLY
With all the pro tips now handy on managing your partners most effectively, there can still lie some gaps which may derail you from your well-laid

sales success strategy.

Let’s look at the few things which you can avoid, safeguarding yourself from that hazard.

#1

Complicated and Inconsistent Briefings
A partner’s understanding of your product and procedures is directly proportional to how they will
project you in front of the end customer. While proper training plays a critical role here, something
as simple as constant changes in your pricing model also holds the power to confuse your partners.

Provision of simple to understand collaterals, pricing list or even automated tools which can
help them understand the pricing model change (in case your product is based on dynamic

pricing model) will do the trick here.

#2

Holding Non-Transparent Partner Associations
It is very much possible that you have a string of partners for a same product of yours, carefully
segregated by various criterion like region, customer-type, etc. Important thing to remember is that
it is a free world and even partners can talk to each other. The worst kind of hold-up you can create

for yourself is a horizontal conflict situation wherein one partner realises that the other one is
getting a better deal than him despite being at the same level.

Complete transparency is the solution in this case. During the initial process itself, laying out
your cards regarding your typical channel relationship terms is a beneficial proposition. Even if
you’re making an exception, chalk out the extra value that you’re getting in return.

#3

Sub-Standard Communication
At the risk of sounding obvious, it is still by far the most under-rated yet significant deal-breaker.
Even a promising partnership holds the risk of falling astray with it. And it is not just the misses
which you might fail to notice well-in-time but also if your partner is doing a great job but the same

is not getting communicated to you – you’re losing an opportunity to convert a partner into a
loyalist by unknowingly neglecting the requisite appreciation and incentives.

To avoid any unnecessary sabotage to your partner relationship, just ensure there is a
consistent channel of communication between you two. It can be through regularly scheduled
cadence meets or even through a real-time communication tool. It will not only add
accountability but create a channel for sharing of new ideas or approaches.

#4

Not Letting Go
Like all fingers are not the same, similar is the case with your partners. Remember, selecting,
onboarding, nurturing and then working with your partners would have been a journey and you’re
certain to have formulated some bonding as well with few of your partners. But let’s face it,

managing partners do take your time and efforts and in case if a partner is not performing well, your
sticking through that partnership owing to your personal bonding is costing you bucks.

It’s important to know when it’s time to let go. You’ll free-up your time to focus on other
partners who can bring you more success. And it is good for the partner too whom you had to
let go, as now they have a chance to work on partnerships which are beneficial for them too.

Equipped with the knowledge of how best you can manage
your partners and what all pitfalls to avoid, it’s time to spill
the beans and hand out the secret to you.
All said and done, it eventually boils down to ‘continued’

TIME FOR THE SECRET SAUCE

partner enablement which guarantees you a long-term and

exponential success in this crazily competitive world.
So, what does it really take to enable your partner?

Provision of Connection Avenues
It can be an annual meet or quarterly quick-connects but such platforms provide a medium for partners to
come together and understand the new and happening in their very own domain. Such daises can also serve

the dual purpose of recognition platforms cum inspiration spring which again, are essential elements of
partner enablement strategy.

Non-Complex Certification Programs
Steering clear from stand-alone and complex learning and certification applications, help your partners reach
the next level by providing simple, holistic and value-adding (in real sense) certification programs. Gamification
of such certification programs is the new trend in the market which can be leveraged to fulfil your vision of
partner enablement faster. The certification ladder paves the way for your partners to distinguish themselves in
their marketplace.

Unscheduled Training Sessions
While regular trainings would be a part of your standard partner management strategy, holding refresher
trainings or calibration sessions occasionally, based on the random reviews or the regular cadence insights will
go a long way in enabling your partners to be ever-ready and more confident in presenting your products or
services to your customers.

Focused Online Communities
Formation of focused online communities for them to learn and do market research will help them in

prospecting new business opportunities for you. There are many successful brands who have practiced this and
reported success and thus, it stands to be a tried and tested method for partner enablement.

Involving them in Partner Strategies
Taking their feedback on your strategies and considering their suggestions – both are equally important for their
enablement – may sound not-so-related but stands true. They are the best people to trigger your sales content
revival based on their interactions with the customers and can help you align your content with the buyer’s

journey. Many market experts advocate the establishment of partner advisory councils for this purpose.

Link a Leap to Loyalty
Discounts and points programs, recognition programs, appreciation dinners etc. have always been ways of
inculcating loyalty in your partners and giving them the thrust to perform even better to be able to scale up the

ladder. You can also conjoin your certification programs to these perks and give an extra mileage to your partner
enablement drive.

THE BOTTOM LINE
When you realise that you and your channel partners are like the two
wheels of the same cart, you certainly understand the importance of
partner enablement for your own thriving. In this technology-driven
world of sales, even partner management or enablement have not been
left untouched by this whiff of technology. So, when you are investing
in adopting the most new-age automation or other tech-solutions in
your own business, why ignore the partners? Investing in platforms and
tech-tools for your partners’ ease is an investment which will, without a
doubt, reap you benefits in terms of your partners becoming more
capable and enabled and thus, performing even better.

Based on a study4 conducted by an international market intelligence firm, when the partner community is
enabled with suitable processes and platforms to support their efforts, the channel achieves:
• 28% shorter sales cycles
• 13% more sales reps achieving their quota
• 12% higher lead conversion rates

THE FINAL WORD

While it is important to have the ‘right’ partners, equally
important is to manage them ‘right’ to achieve the best
results mutually.
Managed effectively, channel partner relationships have
the power to sky-rocket your value proposition in the

market while providing you with the indispensable insights
which can give your sales strategy its required step-up.
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